Competition rules
The competition that is organized by Modelbouwclub Klein-Brabant and is open for everyone. Registrations
are preferably done in advance. Models can also be registered at the Happening itself at an additional cost.
All payments are made on the day itself. The number of models per participant is unlimited and several
models may be registered per category. Every 3rd model can be registered for free. In the Military Models
categories, it is permitted to place one figure next to the model without having to participate in the
M3 or V4 category. In each category multiple first, second, and third prizes can be awarded. The models are
judged by the members of the Klein-Brabant Model Building Club. The MKB members themselves will not be
participate in the competition. The name of the model may not explicitly idicate who the builder is.
Associated documents may have a maximum size of A5. Models that participated in previous years are
referred to the exhibition. The jury members can refer the models to another catogory if they deem it
necessary. Who participates in the competition automatically accepts the rules.

Category
C1: Cartoon Models
F1: Figurines up to and including 54 mm, also in diorama
F2: Figurines from 54 mm to 120 mm, also in diorama
F3: Figurines from 120 mm en larger, also in diorama
F4: Bustes
F5: Anime-/sf-figurines al scales
V1: Airplaines en helicopters 1/72 and smaller
V2: Airplaines en helicopters 1/48
V3: Airplaines en helicopters 1/32 and larger
V4: Airplaines en helicopters in diorama

Special Trophy
Best of show
Naked Kit
Best Cartoon models

M1: Militaire vehicles from 1/72 to 1/35
M2: Militaire vehicles 1/35 and larger
M3: Militaire vehicles in diorama
M4: Militaire vehicles scratchbuilt/Conversions
A1: Moto’s in general, also in diorama
A2: Cars, Trucks in general, also in diorama
B1: Ships, al scales
SF: Science fiction en Space
D1: Miscellaneous
JU: Juniors, open to youngsters up to 18 jaar

